FromCounsel Training. The best-in-class legal training resource.

By blending the collective expertise of experienced lawyers and top-ranked barristers at the forefront of their fields and backing it with the FromCounsel stamp of quality, FC Training provides practitioners with an unrivalled, first-class online training solution. The service not only meets the training needs of firms but also supports practitioners’ preferred ways of working and learning.

An FC Training subscription provides unlimited access to all our e-learning modules. These problem focussed, interactive and engaging courses allow practitioners to excel in a competitive legal market, fulfil their continuous learning requirements and remain ahead of the curve.

Our Foundation e-learning modules incorporate engaging visuals, audio and interactive elements to enhance the learning experience and enable users to apply and consolidate their legal knowledge. The emphasis is on practical application and engagement, so that users ‘learn by doing’. Foundation courses are designed to provide key foundational legal knowledge ensuring junior practitioners have a solid grasp of the law and the skills required to confidently deliver common transactions.

Our Advanced e-learning modules focus on complex problem solving where barristers and our subject matter specialists share their commentary on the knottiest legal issues and offer practical solutions to hidden traps.

FC Podcasts include ‘Quick Listens’ and cover topical legal developments, recent judgments and news updates to keep teams on top of key legal changes.

How long are the e-learning modules?
Each e-learning module is pre-recorded and is approximately 30 to 45 minutes long. All our courses can be paused and resumed at any time, allowing for maximum flexibility around busy schedules.

How is FC Training accessed?
All you need is an internet connection. FC Training is delivered via a mobile responsive, SCORM conformant learning platform. The FC Training Platform has been thoughtfully designed with functionality to serve the needs of both practitioners and their L&D teams. Training is available anytime, anywhere and on any device, when your learners want it, reducing wasted costs of non-attendance and replacement sessions.

FC Training will launch with coverage of corporate law (England and Wales). Additional areas of law are soon to be announced.

For further details and to arrange a demo, please contact your FromCounsel contact or use the email below.
corporate@fromcounsel.com | www.fromcounsel.com